Zero-shot learning (ZSL) can be formulated as a crossdomain matching problem: after being projected into a joint embedding space, a visual sample will match against all candidate class-level semantic descriptions and be assigned to the nearest class. In this process, the embedding space underpins the success of such matching and is crucial for ZSL. In this paper, we conduct an in-depth study on the construction of embedding space for ZSL and posit that an ideal embedding space should satisfy two criteria: intra-class compactness and inter-class separability. While the former encourages the embeddings of visual samples of one class to distribute tightly close to the semantic description embedding of this class, the latter requires embeddings from different classes to be well separated from each other. Towards this goal, we present a simple but effective twobranch network to simultaneously map semantic descriptions and visual samples into a joint space, on which visual embeddings are forced to regress to their class-level semantic embeddings and the embeddings crossing classes are required to be distinguishable by a trainable classifier. Furthermore, we extend our method to a transductive setting to better handle the model bias problem in ZSL (i.e., samples from unseen classes tend to be categorized into seen classes) with minimal extra supervision. Specifically, we propose a pseudo labeling strategy to progressively incorporate the testing samples into the training process and thus balance the model between seen and unseen classes. Experimental results on five standard ZSL datasets show the superior performance of the proposed method and its transductive extension.
Introduction
With the profit from deep learning [14] , object recognition [16, 9] has gained great success in recent years. The premise of such success is that sufficient annotated samples for each considered object are available for supervised learning [14, 16] . However, this is often difficult to comply with in real applications due to the prohibitive annotation cost or some harsh conditions for sample collection (e.g., samples in danger scene, newly emerging or identified) [27, 25] . Zero-short learning (ZSL) [7, 20, 19, 4, 33, 12, 32, 3, 25] is a task proposed to address an extreme problem, where no annotated samples but only a semantic description are available for a class.
In contrast to conventional supervised learning, ZSL attempts to recognize samples from unseen classes through exploiting the semantic connections between these classes and some other seen classes which have sufficient annotated training samples. In ZSL, each class is represented by a semantic vector (e.g., attributes [6] , word vector [23, 7] , or even an encoding vector for a sentence [23] ), which composes the semantic space shared by both seen and unseen classes, and the visual representations of the visual samples constitute the visual space.
Essentially, ZSL can be formulated as a cross-domain matching problem: after being projected into a joint embedding space, a visual sample will match against all candidate class-level semantic descriptions and be assigned to the nearest class. In this process, the embedding space underpins the success of matching and stimulates research on approaches to learn an effective embedding space. Generally, the embedding schemes can be categorized into two groups based on learning unidirectional mapping functions or bidirectional mapping functions. The former fixes either semantic space [23, 7, 13, 8] or visual space [32, 22, 3] as the anchor space and learn a mapping function to align the other modality onto this space. These approaches are based on a common assumption that the chosen anchor space has sufficient discriminability to distinguish different classes either seen or unseen. But in practice, this assumption may not hold for state-of-the-art semantic representations or even for powerful deep features [32] trained on large-scale external dataset, as shown in Figure 1 Inter-class separability Comments DAP, IAP [13] , CMT [23] , DEVISE [7] Semantic space √ × 1) Fixing semantic space and assuming it has sufficient discriminability; 2) Bias toward seen classes [5] PSR [3] , DEM [32] Visual space √ × 1) Fixing visual space and assuming it has sufficient discriminability; 2) Bias toward seen classes [5] CONSE [17] , SSE [33] , LATEM [29] , ALE [1] , SJE [2] , ESZSL [20] , SYNC [4] , SAE [12] , GFZSL [26] , RN [25] Figure 1 . Visualization of the distribution of samples from the AwA1 dataset [13] in different embedding spaces, including the visual space [32] and those learned in our method (i.e., 'Ours' and 'Ours ex' denote our method and its extension to transductive setting). Dots and squares represent the embeddings of visual samples and the class-level semantic descriptions, respectively. Different colors represent different classes. The first row shows the distribution of embeddings from both seen and unseen classes, while the second row shows the distribution of embeddings from unseen classes.
guished [20, 2, 15, 34, 25] . These approaches, however, suffer from a common drawback that they ignore the intraclass compactness and the resultant large intra-class variance thereon can hinder the generalization capacity in ZSL.
In this paper, we posit that an ideal embedding space should satisfy two criteria: intra-class compactness and inter-class separability, which promote the generalization capacity in ZSL in different ways. While the former encourages the visual embeddings of a class to distribute tightly close to the semantic embedding of this class, the latter forces the embeddings crossing classes to be distinguishable. Towards this goal, we design a simple but effective two-branch network to simultaneously map the semantic descriptions and visual representations into a joint space. We design a new loss function which is composed of two terms: a regression term and a classification term. The regression term minimizes the absolute distance between the embeddings of a visual sample and its class-level semantic description. The classification term forces the embeddings crossing classes can be distinguished by learning an auxiliary classifier. Through learning the embedding space this way, a visual sample will be close to its class-level semantic identification and far away from identifications of other classes, thus enhancing the generalization capacity in ZSL, as shown in Figure 1 (b)(e) .
Furthermore, we also extend our method to a transductive setting to better handle the model bias problem [5] in ZSL: a sample from unseen class has high probability to be assigned to a seen class. Specifically, we propose a pseudo labeling strategy to progressively incorporate the testing samples with pseudo labels into the training process, thus enabling the learned embeddings to better balance between seen and unseen classes, as shown in Figure 1 (c)(f). Although our method employs the testing data, we require no other extra supervision information. A summary of existing embedding schemes and our embedding scheme for ZSL can be found in Table 1 .
Experimental results on five standard ZSL datasets show the superior performance of the proposed method as well as its transductive extension.
Related works
Embedding model Based on whether unidirectional mapping function or bidirectional mapping functions are learned, existing ZSL methods can be roughly divided into two groups. While the former fixes either the semantic space or visual space as an anchor space and aligns the other modality onto this anchor space, the latter simultaneously encodes these two spaces in order that they can match each other. For simplicity, we call these three types of approaches: semantic space, visual space, and latent intermediate space. 1) Semantic space. This group of methods exploit the semantic space as the embedding space [23, 7, 13, 8] . For example, Socher et al. [23] and Frome et al. [7] learn to project the pre-computed shallow features or deep features of visual samples to the semantic descriptions and adopt a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier to assign visual samples to their classes. However, due to the limited representation capacity of a low-dimensional semantic representation, e.g. visual attributes [6] , word vector [23] , these approaches may suffer from the hubness problem [32] : a semantic description can be nearest neighbour to visual samples from multiple classes. 2) Visual space. This line of research learns to align the semantic description of a class onto the fixed visual space of this class [32, 22] . ZSL [25] employ the relation network [21] as the compatibility function and learn this compatibility function as well as two separate mapping functions in an end-to-end manner. A common problem for this line of works is that they focus more on distinguishing the training samples but ignoring limiting the intra-class variance within each class, which can hinder the generalization capacity in ZSL.
Inductive & transductive ZSL According to whether the testing data is used for training or not, existing ZSL methods can be grouped into two categories. 1) Inductive ZSL methods [7, 4, 33, 12, 32, 3, 25] . They only utilize the labeled training samples for model training. 2) Transductive ZSL methods [11, 24] . They also introduce unlabeled testing samples into model training to handle the model bias problem [5] in ZSL. For example, on top of the seen classes, Song et al. [24] learn another super-category to represent all the unseen classes. By encouraging the samples from unseen classes to be classified into this super-category, they can alleviate the model bias problem. But their method is based on a strong assumption, that is they need to pre-know a testing sample is from a seen or unseen class. This supervision information, however, cannot be obtained in practical generalized ZSL setting, where the testing data is the combination of samples from both seen and unseen classes, as shown in Table 2 . Our method exploits the testing samples for model training by automatically generating the pseudo labels to them, which requires no extra supervision information. In this sense, our method is more practical and more appropriate to cope with generalized ZSL setting. 
Methodology
Provided that a training set with N samples is given as For the generalized ZSL setting [30] , the only difference is that the test sample x j may come from either unseen classes or seen classes, i.e., y t j ∈ Y tr ∪ Y ts .
Proposed deep embedding model
In this study, we attempt to learn an effective intermediate embedding space which shows both intra-class compactness and inter-class separability. To this end, we design a two-branch deep embedding model to simultaneously embed the visual and semantic representations. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the network is composed of two branches: a visual embedding branch and a semantic embedding branch. For the visual embedding branch, an image is firstly fed into a pre-trained deep convolutional network to obtain its visual representation x i 1 . Then, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) θ v (x i ) is learned to embed the visual representation into a latent space. Parallelly, for the semantic embedding branch, another MLP ψ θs (z s i ) is applied on the semantic description z s i to map the semantic description into the same latent space. On top of the intermediate latent space, we define a novel loss function which is composed of two terms: a regression term and a classification term. While the regression term minimizes the distance between the embedding of a visual sample and its class-level semantic embedding, the classification term distinguishes the embeddings crossing categories by learning an auxiliary classifier. Mathemat-ically, this process can be formulated as,
where θ v and θ s are the parameters involved in the MLPs, W denotes the linear classifier to be learned, and L(·, ·) is a classification loss, which is chosen to be CrossEntropy in this paper. Also, to prevent overfitting, we constrain the 2 norm of all parameters, which are weighted by η. Given the learned parameter θ v and θ s , the label for a testing sample x t j can be predicted as,
where z denotes the semantic description associated with the label y. For the generalized ZSL setting, we only need to modify the solution space of label as y ∈ Y tr ∪ Y ts .
Note that two-branch embedding structure has been employed in some previous works [15, 2] to learn an intermediate latent embedding space. These methods tend to model the latent embedding space implicitly via learning a compatibility function between visual samples and their associated class-level semantic descriptions to distinguish samples from different classes. In this study, we embrace an explicit way to learn such an intermediate embedding space. On one hand, we explicitly project the samples from two modalities (i.e., semantic and visual modalities) into a joint space and minimize their distances thereon to increase the intra-class compactness, viz., reducing the intra-class variance. On the other hand, an auxiliary linear classifier is learned to force the samples from different classes to be well separated on the embedding space, viz., increasing the interclass separability. The classifier can also prevent a trivial solution that may be caused by minimizing the distances crossing modalities 2 . Both of theses two aspects turn out to be important in maintaining the generalization capacity in ZSL.
Optimization
Considering that θ v is coupled with θ s in Eq. (1), we adopt the alternative minimizing scheme [31] to reduce the optimization problem in Eq. (1) into two subproblems and then optimize each of them alternatively until convergence. In this study, we term these two subproblems, the visual embedding problem and the semantic embedding problem.
Visual embedding problem. Given θ
Since both subproblems above are differential, we adopt back-propagation algorithm [9] to solve them. The training pipeline of our model is summarized into Algorithm 1. 
Pseudo labeling strategy
In most ZSL methods, only training samples from seen classes are utilized to learn the embedding space. Thus, the learned embedding space can produce bias towards seen classes [5] . To better cope the bias problem, we present a pseudo labeling strategy to extend our method to the transductive setting [11, 24] where unlabeled testing samples also can be exploited for model training.
Specifically, given a set of testing samples (which may come from both seen and unseen classes in generalized ZSL setting), we first predict their pseudo labels with the learned embedding space as Eq. (2). Then, according to the generated pseudo labels as well as the visual-semantic gap (i.e., φ θv (x t j )−ψ θs (z) class and incorporate them as well as their predicted pseudo labels into the training set D tr . With the augmented D tr , the optimization objective becomes, , forces the separability between any two classes, including seen and unseen classes, in the augmented training data. Thus, the proposed strategy above is able to well alleviate the bias problem, and consequently lead to better ZSL performance. Resorting to a coarse-to-fine strategy, we repeat this pseudo-labelling process to incorporate increasing number of testing samples into training and progressively calibrate the embedding space. To minimize the risk of introducing incorrectly labeled testing samples, we set M to be a small value at beginning and then gradually increase M to select more samples. The pipeline of this strategy is summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that although the proposed strategy utilizes the testing samples in the training process, it requires no other extra supervision. For example, we do not need to know whether a testing sample is from a seen or unseen class in advance [24] .
In Figure 1 (c [24] and generalized ZSL setting [25] . In the conventional ZSL, testing samples are restricted to unseen classes, while in the generalized ZSL, they may come from either seen classes or unseen classes, as shown in Table 2 .
Implementation details For fair comparison, following [30] , we adopt 2048-dimensional ResNet101 [9] feature as image representation in our method (e.g., as well as all comparing methods in this study). We utilize two MLPs φ θv , ψ θs to embed both the visual features and semantic descriptions into a 1024-dimensional space. The details of these two MLPs can be found in iteration of the loop is set as T = 50 and R = 10. In Algorithm 2, the initial number of selected samples is set as M 0 = 40. For simplicity, in the following experiments we denote our method in Eq. (1) as 'Ours', while its transductive extension in Eq. (5) is denoted as 'Ours ex'. Our implementation is based on Pytorch.
Comparing methods We compare our method to 17 existing ZSL methods. Among them, DAP [13] , IAP [13] , CMT [23] and DEVISE [7] are semantic embedding space based methods. PSR [3] and DEM [32] are visual embedding space based methods. The rest, e.g., CONSE [17] , SSE [33] , LATEM [29] , ALE [1] , SJE [2] , ESZSL [20] , SYNC [4] , SAE [12] , GFZSL [26] , RN [25] and QFSL [24] , are the latent intermediate embedding space based methods. Note that all these comparing methods utilize the same visual features, e.g., 2048-dimensional ResNet101 [9] features, as our method for image representation.
Comparison in conventional ZSL
In this part, we evaluate our method in conventional ZSL setting. Our method, as well as other comparing methods, follow the same evaluation setting in [30] . Table 4 shows the comparing results. It can be seen that out method obviously outperforms competitors which directly fix either [25] , our method still outperforms it constantly with a clear margin.
In addition, we can find that our method with the pseudo labeling strategy can further improve the performance obviously. In particular, on the CUB dataset, Ours ex outperforms the most competitive method, i.e., PSR [3] , by 11.8%, while on the AwA1 dataset, the improvement over the most competitive method, i.e., DEM [32] , is even up to 16.9%.
Since most competitors only utilize the supervision information from training data of seen classes for model training, the learned embedding space often produces bias towards seen classes. In contrast, the proposed pseudo labeling strategy incorporates unlabeled testing samples into model training, which can progressively balance the embedding space between seen and unseen classes, thus being able to better distinguish visual samples from unseen classes.
Comparison in generalized ZSL
In this part, we evaluate our method in generalized ZSL setting. Our method, as well as other comparing methods, follow the same evaluation setting in [30] . The results are shown in Table 5 . In this setting, unseen testing samples may come form both seen and unseen classes, which makes the ZSL problem more challenging. Limited by ignoring the intra-class compactness or the inter-class separability in constructing the embedding space, most competitors fail to generalize well to unseen classes. For example, on AwA1 dataset, DAP [13] , SSE [33] and SAE [12] etc., obtain recognition accuracy on unseen classes below 10%. In contrast, our method generalizes better to unseen classes in most cases. For example, compared with recent stateof-the-arts, DEM [32] and RN [25] , Ours improves the recognition accuracy on unseen classes by 4.7% and 5.2% on AwA2 dataset. As mentioned above, most of the competitors suffer more from the bias problem in this setting, but our method with pseudo labelling strategy (i.e., Ours ex) shows better performance in most cases and surpasses its counterpart without utilizing testing data (i.e., Ours) with an obvious margin. For example, compared with other competitors on AwA1 dataset, Ours ex improves the recognition accuracy on unseen classes by 39.6% and above. QFSL [24] is another work that utilizes testing samples in the training process, thus under transductive setting as well. It obtains satisfactory performance. But their results are not directly comparable to ours. First, they use extra supervision information that they know a testing sample is from a seen or unseen class in advance. But we are blind to this information. Second, they fine-tune the ResNet101 backbone, which is frozen in our network training.
Further discussion
In this subsection, we will conduct the ablation study for the proposed pseudo labeling strategy and the sensitivity analysis of parameter λ.
Ablation study for pseudo labeling strategy To clarify this point, we plot the recognition accuracy curves of Ours ex on AwA1 dataset under both conventional and generalized ZSL settings versus the round R of model calibration in Figure 3 (a) . It can be seen that with the increment of rounds, the recognition accuracy on unseen classes is gradually improved and ultimately converges. The reason is intuitive. At the beginning, to avoid introducing too many incorrectly labeled testing samples to mislead the calibration, we only select very limited testing samples from predicted unseen classes which fail to represent the comprehensive distribution of unseen classes. The learned embedding space thus can be further improved. With more rounds of calibration, more and more correctly labeled test- ing samples from unseen classes are introduced and the capacity of the embedding space in distinguishing unseen classes is gradually enhanced. It will ultimately converge when no new information is introduced. In contrast, the recognition accuracy on seen classes stays stable. This is because no testing samples are introduced from seen class.
We also tried to select testing samples from seen classes for calibration. However, no obvious improvement on seen classes is observed, since extensive training samples from seen classes already contain sufficient information for discriminating seen classes, e.g., the recognition accuracy of Ours on seen classes is up to 90.6% on AwA1 dataset in Table 5 . The success of pseudo labeling strategy depends on the premise that most of the selected testing samples are labeled correctly. To clarify this point, we show the prediction accuracy of selected samples from unseen class in each round of model calibration under generalized ZSL setting in Figure 3(b) . We find that the prediction accuracy in the first round is over 70%. With the increase of round, the prediction accuracy can be further slightly increased.
Sensitivity analysis of λ To demonstrate the effect of λ to the performance of the proposed method, we evaluate Ours and Ours ex with different λs on the AwA1 dataset under both conventional and generalized ZSL settings. The results are summarized into Figure 4 . It can be seen that our methods perform stably within a wide range of λ, especially Ours. When λ = 0, the resultant embedding model collapses obviously. This is owing to that we separately map the visual samples and the semantic descriptions into a latent embedding space. When λ = 0, trivial solutions will be reached, e.g., visual samples and semantic descriptions from different classes are mapped into the same point or zeros. Therefore, regularizing the inter-class separability with a non-zero λ is crucial for the proposed method.
Conclusion
In this study, we conducted an in-depth study on the construction of embedding space for ZSL and posited that an ideal embedding space should satisfy two criteria: intraclass compactness and inter-class separability. Towards this goal, we presented a simple but effective two-branch network to simultaneously map semantic descriptions and visual samples into a joint space, on which visual embeddings are forced to regress to their class-level semantic embeddings and the embeddings crossing classes are required to be distinguishable by a trainable classifier. In addition, we developed a pseudo labeling strategy to extend our method to the transductive setting to handle the model bias problem in ZSL. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method as well as its transductive extension.
